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ABSTRACT 

 
For the demand of engineering, the time-history of ground motions which consider the 

reliability and earthquake physical characters have been provided for earthquake resistant 

design of important building structures. However, the high frequency portion ( > 1 Hz) of 

near-fault ground motions was restricted by the insufficient resolution of velocity structure. 

Considering the relative small events which contain path and site effect in waveforms as 

Green’s functions (i.e. empirical Green’s function (EGF) method) can resolve the problem of 

lack of precise velocity structure to replace the path effect evaluation. Alternatively, a 

stochastic Green’s function (SGF) method can be employed when the EGF is unavailable. 

Further, the low frequency ( < 1 Hz) can be obtained numerically by the Frequency-

Wavenumber (FK) method. Thus, broadband frequency strong ground motion can be 

calculation by a hybrid method that combining a deterministic FK method for the low 

frequency simulation and the EGF or SGF method for high frequency simulation. The slip 

models had been investigated from Taiwan dense strong motion and global teleseismic data. 

Characterizing the slip models derived from the waveform inversion can directly extract the 

source parameters needed for the ground motion prediction in the EGF method or the SGF 

method. The nuclear power plant in southern tip of Taiwan was experienced a strong shaking 

by the 26 December 2006 Pingtung, Taiwan offshore earthquake. The closest strong motion 

station of the Central Weather Bureau, KAU082, recorded the peak acceleration value (PGA) 

of 0.24 g. We considered the adjacent stations to be the case study for possibility evaluation 

of predicting ground motion utilizing the EGF method or SGF method. The possible damage 

impact toward nuclear power plant for specific sites can be estimated and verified according 

to the simulation results 
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